Semiconductor Solutions and Services
About TCS HiTech Industry Solution Unit

HiTech

TCS' HiTech industry Solutions Unit provides optimal, customized, and comprehensive
solutions across varied High Tech industry segments: Computer Platform and Services
Companies, Software Firms, Electronics and Semiconductor Companies, and Professional
Services Firms (Legal, HR, Tax & Accounting and Consulting & Advisory/Analyst firms).
Building on its vast experience in engineering, business process transformation, innovation
and IT solutions, TCS offers a comprehensive portfolio of services that maximize growth,
manage risk, and reduce costs. The TCS HiTech Industry Solution Unit partners with High Tech
enterprises to provide end-to-end solutions which help realize operational excellence,
innovation and greater profitability.
For more information, visit us at http://www.tcs.com/industries/high_tech

Contact
To know more about TCS Semiconductor Solutions and Services, contact
HiTech.Marketing@tcs.com

About Tata Consultancy Services Ltd (TCS)
Tata Consultancy Services is an IT services, consulting and business solutions organization that
delivers real results to global business, ensuring a level of certainty no other firm can match.
TCS offers a consulting-led, integrated portfolio of IT and IT-enabled, infrastructure, engineering
and assurance services. This is delivered through its unique Global Network Delivery ModelTM,
recognized as the benchmark of excellence in software development. A part of the Tata Group,
India’s largest industrial conglomerate, TCS has a global footprint and is listed on the National
Stock Exchange and Bombay Stock Exchange in India.
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distributed in any form without prior written permission from TCS. Unauthorized use of the content / information appearing here may violate copyright,
trademark and other applicable laws, and could result in criminal or civil penalties.
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""TCS really live up to their commitments…
TCS is a very trusted partner.
I know if they promise me something I can rely on it and I know they will deliver.
TCS’s tagline ‘Experience Certainty’ is not just a motto but a fact!"
- Louis Luijten
CIO, NXP Semiconductors
Video featuring Louis Luijten on http://www.tcs.com/resources/multimedia/Pages/Client-Experience-NXP.aspx

The semiconductor market is set for a continued growth in the coming years as the
consumer devices market grows rapidly. This resurgence is driven by a demand for
smart phones, tablets, MP3/MP4 players, DRAMs, and NAND flash. It also springs from
major sectors of consumption such as computing, consumer electronics, automotive
and industrial components, telecommunications, and the IT hardware industry.
Several aspects too are reforming the role played by technology in the semiconductor
industry. These include cloud computing, advanced analytics, client computing,
green IT, data center reshaping, social computing, Security, flash memory,
virtualization, mobile applications, digital home, video-on-demand, and
portable and connected devices.
In this scenario, we, at Tata Consultancy Services (TCS), present our full spectrum of
Semiconductor Solutions and Services. Our solutions and services reach out to
Integrated Device Manufacturers (IDMs), Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs),
fabless companies, and foundry companies. We provide comprehensive solutions
across product engineering and design, product lifecycle management, supply chain
consulting and implementation services, and mergers and acquisition integration,
and manufacturing services. Our domain consulting skills and partnerships with
leading Supply Chain Management (SCM) solution further improve your supply chain
efficiencies and optimize your business processes with innovation.

Overview
The foundation of the success of semiconductor
companies is in the ability to innovate and contain
costs across the supply chain, while responding quickly
to market conditions. Devices such as Smartphones and
Tablets are the modern consumer information
platforms. Touch screen displays and the ability to
integrate the entire System on a Chip (SoC) have
reduced the semiconductor content. This, in addition to
technology and product development cost
implications, manufacturing expenses, and the risks
associated with asset-intensive fabs are driving an
increase in fablite or fabless models.
By outsourcing the front-end manufacturing, fabless
enterprises seek to contain costs and ensure better
Return on Investment (ROI). Further, to stay
competitive, you seek to plan unique and differentiated
products. All this solicits on-time delivery, demand
management, precise supply manufacturing processes,
raw material availability, and procurement status as
these are crucial metrics to be monitored. In addition,
you look for models, processes, and technologies that
facilitate collaboration with trading partners and quick
management of post-merger IT challenges, and ensure
seamless supply chain integration. Our Semiconductor
Solutions and Services seamlessly address all these
needs, enabling you to retain an edge in the industry.
Through our solution, you gain from:
Customer-centric engagement model. Our
dedicated leadership and semiconductor experts
design a suitable engagement model based on your
business size and scale. This includes a service-

n

centric model for long-term initiatives that allow for
innovative solution development; a project-centric
model for well-scoped engagements, which reduce
your overhead cost; resource-centric model for
high-skilled, short-term projects, ideal for POC and
un-scoped initiatives; and gain-share model for
high-value, low-risk engagements, leading to
matured relationships.
n

Global Network Delivery Model™ (GNDM™).
To keep your business running strategically for
reduced cost of ownership, diminished risk, and
quick scalability, you require a partner who can
engage with you globally 24x7. Our global
engagement model, GNDMTM is a mature
combination of best practices, skilled resources,
scalability, and consistently high standards of
quality services, all of which ensure successful
fulfillment of your initiatives–anytime, anywhere in
the world. The multi-layered GNDMTM, consisting of
Global Delivery Centers, Regional Delivery Centers
and Near-Offshore Delivery Centers helps you
choose the best possible combination for solution
proximity, support coverage, and scalability.

n

Full-services portfolio. To help you gain costefficient, agile, and integrated IT, our
Semiconductor Service Unit provides complete
services. This encompasses solution/ enterprise
architecture design, build, test and implementation,
maintenance and support, remote infrastructure
services, knowledge-based services, and consulting
and BPO.
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“Anything is possible, from modifying our architecture to a complete provider and system
switch. In TCS, we have unearthed a partner with whom we can collaborate on any
technology, no matter what direction we choose to take.”
- Otmar Preisinger
IT Director SCM Planning Services,
Infineon Technologies AG

TCS Solution
Towards addressing your needs and helping you stay
competitive in a shifting business landscape, we offer you:
n

n

n

Product engineering services. Our complete
product development solutions include product
conceptualization, design, engineering, and
manufacturing. We focus on mechanical design,
FPGA/ ASIC design/ verification services, embedded
hardware and software services, engineering
automation, process plant engineering,
Manufacturing Execution and Intelligence (MEI),
control systems solutions, sourcing solutions and
PLM business consulting, and product
implementation and support.
Our world-class manufacturing facility supports
embedded product manufacturing and distribution
for OEMs and IDMs.
Manufacturing systems. Our Manufacturing
Execution System (MES) Center of Excellence (CoE)
helps you streamline your manufacturing and make
it more efficient. We have extensive experience in
custom MES development, process flow
optimization, asset management and supply chain,
shop floor integration, device level integration and
control with multiple protocols, industry standards
compliance, sensor bus networking, material
handling automation and error recovery. These
complement your journey to stay ahead of
technology.
Supply Chain Management (SCM). Our decade
long experience of SCM consulting, deep
semiconductor industry experience, coupled with
unparalleled technology expertise, helps you realize
the benefits of moving from functional excellence
to strategic capability. We define your supply chain
strategy to optimize operations and develop
solutions to streamline your manufacturing, making
it more efficient. Our comprehensive SCM services
are vertical-focused and span the entire supply
chain from sourcing and procurement to
operations, sales order management, and customer
support. We also provide delivery services across all
major ERP applications including SAP and Oracle,

and JDA (i2 Technologies). Our SCM services help
reduce costs through automation and IT
investments, increase productivity, optimize
processes, and support incremental innovation.
n

n

n

n

Business services. Our finance and accounting
systems, human resource management, and payroll
management provide cost-effective, minimal-risk,
and highly-reliable solutions. This allows you to
focus on your core business. Our specialized
services in product costing, regulatory compliance
(SOX controls), and Business Intelligence (BI) helps
your business respond to changing market
dynamics.
Enterprise services. Our enterprise solution teams
leverage our partnerships with SAP, Oracle, and JDA
(i2 Technologies) to develop and deploy solutions
to accelerate the realization of value. Our next-gen
solutions in supply chain, CRM, BI, and content
management help scale up your business and bring
agility. Our SCM services – sourcing and
procurement, post merger integration and
planning, logistics and 3PL, blueprinting services for
SAP, CRM, SRM, and advanced planning – help you
align processes and provide visibility across the
length and breadth of your business.
Business Process Outsourcing (BPO) and
Analytics. Our extensive domain expertise and
comprehensive set of offerings includes finance and
accounting, human resource, procurement, supply
chain, back-office processing, and research and
analytics. These allow us to transform your
processes with a focus on process effectiveness.
IT infrastructure. Our complete IT infrastructure
services help you enhance ROI through remote
manageability and flexible SLA-based service
models on the ITIL framework. We tailor offerings to
address the transformation of servers, storage, and
workspace elements as well as Cloud computing.
All of these help you reduce cost, improve margins,
and increase the flexibility of your dynamic
infrastructure requirement.
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Why TCS
Deep Understanding of Technology Industry
Value Chain. We provide unique perspective of
how Semiconductor demand is driven with the
product availability in the market. Our extensive
experience and partnership of working with HiTech/
Semiconductor customers helps us in the same.

We believe in customer-centric engagement models
that provide you a single window for all your IT needs.
Using our GNDM™, we service you from your preferred
location(s) in a 24x7 mode and ensure quick response
at short notice in all the areas that you require.
We differentiate the engagement with our:

n

Results:
n Proven dependability. We complete engagements
on-time, on-budget, and enable you to realize value
immediately.

Leadership:
n Know-how you need. Our Semiconductor solution
experts solve complex business problems and
mitigate business risks. We leverage expertise from
the TCS Innovation Labs and CoEs to develop
solutions that help to achieve and continue your
business dominance.

n

Maximized ROI. Our proven processes and
accelerators provide faster results and minimal
time-to-value derivation from your investment.

n

Customized solutions. Our solutions respond and
deliver as per evolving and rapidly-changing market
expectations.

n

High customer satisfaction index. Our numbers
drive us to outperform ourselves and we continually
raise the bar..

Partnership:
Collaboration that works. We work closely to
understand your unique drivers for business
transformation and develop strategies that ensure
transparency and acceptance.

n

n

Dedicated approach. We work through the
complete lifecycle of the engagement closely to
address concerns and ensure that the planned
value is derived.

n

Relationship that scales. We provide flexibility for
fast ramp-up and ramp-down as per business
demands, making you lithe and agile.

n

Global expertise, applied locally. Our experts
have a strong experience of servicing leading global
semiconductor companies worldwide. We are thus
able to perceive the local requirement, leverage
local skills, and design solutions to further your
business reach globally.

n

Solutions for the long term. We bring in years of
experience and decade-long association with
semiconductor companies, helping these
enterprises visualize the required business and
technology roadmaps; and help create agile
systems, which are geared for future
integration.Proven Experience. We have experience
in all aspects of Business, Technology and process
requirements for the Semiconductor industry which
is depicted in the offering diagram earlier.
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